
As a security professional dealing with developing situations, you not only need the best 

reporting possible but you need to receive it in a timely and comprehensive manner. MAX 

Intelligence does just that. We bring the information you need straight to your fingertips. 

With our intelligence expertise and professionalism, you receive reporting to make prompt, 

reliable decisions for your employees and your organization’s business continuity. 

MAX uses today’s most advanced analytical methods, combining them with a long-cultivated 

understanding of intelligence gathering and operational needs. As one of the largest intelligence 

divisions in the private sector, with sources across the globe, MAX’s Intelligence Division guarantees 

the highest level of expertise. In every region, we proudly offer the highest level of knowledge in 

every region, ranging from very granular tactical events up to the grandest macro trends.

From the Tactical to the Strategic level 

We understand that your time is limited and your tasks are numerous. Our subscription-based 

service provides you with high-quality, concise, and useful information, to efficiently support 

your decision-making. Our reports contain analysis, operational recommendations, and 

forecasts that fuse our deep intelligence expertise and our vast operational experience.  

Through our real-time feed and interactive interface, the MAX Intelligence Portal can be easily 

accessed from your personal desktop and our dedicated mobile app and is the perfect default 

screen for your situation monitoring room. The portal also offers additional access to the MAX 

Intel Database, which contains seven years’ worth of intelligence reporting and analyses, 

up-to-date country briefs, a Global Events Calendar, and more.
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Tactical Reports

The issues that impact your business day-to-day or minute-to-minute – demonstrations, terror, 

travel disruptions, weather, traffic, etc.    

Alerts

Game-changing developments that can impact the stability of a region and your business. Our 

Alerts give you a full report, assessment, and operational recommendations.

Analyses

High-level assessments regarding the on-ground situation, cross-regional trends, and future 

scenarios, complete with maps, tables, charts, and other easily referenced infographics. This will 

give you a deep understanding of the essential developments. 

Custom Intelligence Services
Entering a new territory? Looking to improve your knowledge about a country or region? Sending 

travelers to different destinations? We will provide custom reports according to your needs.

Country Risk Assessmtents

In-depth report according to your specific needs, goals, and locations. Detailing security risks and 

threats such as militancy, civil unrest, crime, health, and transportation, as well as geopolitical 

and regional trends. 

Travel Security

Travel briefs, maps, analysis, stability assessments, and in-depth business risk reviews – 

according to your specific requirements and locations.

Itinerary-Based Tactical Monitoring

Supporting high-value travelers by providing intelligence pertaining to safety, security, and travel 

hindrances. Security and travel managers who request this service are provided with a custom 

intelligence package, specifically designed to monitor their travel itineraries on-the-go while 

providing early warning and incident reporting in accordance with traveler locations.

Daily Regional Summaries

The developments you need to know 

day-to-day to stay proactive in the countries 

and regions where you do business. 

Monthly Regional Summary

Comprehensive summary and assessment 

of national and regional trends, monitored 

and analyzed throughout the month. 
Special Forecast Reports

Monthly Global Terrorism Threat Analysis & Monthly Geopolitical Predictive Analysis. 

Intelligence Briefings

Briefings may be customized according to length and time-frequency, and may also be provided 

over a variety of mediums including conference calls, video conferences, online presentations, or 

face-to-face meetings at a location of the client’s choice.
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Tactical Reports

The issues that impact your business day-to-day or minute-to-minute – demonstrations, terror, 

travel disruptions, weather, traffic, etc.    

Alerts

Game-changing developments that can impact the stability of a region and your business. Our 

Alerts give you a full report, assessment, and operational recommendations.

Analyses

High-level assessments regarding the on-ground situation, cross-regional trends, and future 

scenarios, complete with maps, tables, charts, and other easily referenced infographics. This will 

give you a deep understanding of the essential developments. 

Protective Monitoring

Entering a new territory? Looking to improve your knowledge about a country or region? Sending 

travelers to different destinations? We will provide custom reports according to your needs.

Country Risk Assessmtents

In-depth report according to your specific needs, goals, and locations. Detailing security risks and 

threats such as militancy, civil unrest, crime, health, and transportation, as well as geopolitical 

and regional trends. 

Travel Security

Travel briefs, maps, analysis, stability assessments, and in-depth business risk reviews – 

according to your specific requirements and locations.

Itinerary-Based Tactical Monitoring

Supporting high-value travelers by providing intelligence pertaining to safety, security, and travel 

hindrances. Security and travel managers who request this service are provided with a custom 

intelligence package, specifically designed to monitor their travel itineraries on-the-go while 

providing early warning and incident reporting in accordance with traveler locations.

MAX’s Protective Monitoring, in which we track online actors across all corners of the web (clear, 

deep, and dark web), was developed in order to provide security managers with useful 

intelligence on the discussions and threats against their organizations. This allows us to give 

advance warning of physical and virtual risks and make sure security teams are better prepared 

to combat any issues as they arise.

Utilizing extended WEBINT capabilities, our analysts continuously monitor for mentions and 

threats against any organization or its specified interests and determine the volume and severity 

of any negative sentiment. This gives security managers a head start to initiate any relevant 

procedures to protect the company and its reputation. Serious red flags and immediate alerts 

are sent out on an ad-hoc basis to help bring time-sensitive risks to the security manager’s 

attention so they can neutralize the threat.

MAX Security      tel: +44 20 3540 0434      www.max-security.com
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Daily Regional Summaries

The developments you need to know 

day-to-day to stay proactive in the countries 

and regions where you do business. 

Monthly Regional Summary

Comprehensive summary and assessment 

of national and regional trends, monitored 

and analyzed throughout the month. 
Special Forecast Reports

Monthly Global Terrorism Threat Analysis & Monthly Geopolitical Predictive Analysis. 

Intelligence Briefings

Briefings may be customized according to length and time-frequency, and may also be provided 

over a variety of mediums including conference calls, video conferences, online presentations, or 

face-to-face meetings at a location of the client’s choice.


